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INTRODUCTION
1.1

Background

The ability to connect with opportunity is fundamental for the development of any economy and
society. Transport enables many of these connections. Connections create value across all sectors
and user groups, but the transport sector has tended towards a narrower focus on mobility to deliver
growth. More movement rather than better access has defined success. Competitiveness has been
delivered mainly through lower costs and higher volumes.
Growing demand can be a proxy indicator that people and businesses are making more connections,
with the implicit assumption that people travel to reach opportunities, and that the movement of goods
facilitates trading. However, across most of the developed world, transport policy now seeks
management of transport demand, where the added value from connections is explicit in delivery
programmes. Instead of only responding to travel demand, the new approaches require transport
providers to become more important organisers of economic, social and environmental improvement.
This new era for the sector has been called the logistics era, where transport providers deliver
solutions which manage value creation in the wider economy and society.
This paper reviews why the shift from the growth era to the logistics era opens up many new funding
opportunities and shifts the balance of investment towards facilitating wider benefits outside the
transport sector. The analysis in this paper looks at who pays for transport, what they pay for, and how
to develop new ways to fund better transport.
Looking forward the ability to deliver connections rather than capacity will be of increasing importance.
Optimising the value derived through transport change helps to make transport improvements better
investments. Managing the integration of transport into the wider economy and society shifts the value
from those who speculate about transport impacts, to those who secure intended impacts through
transport dependent activities. Transport orientated development, accessibility plans, city deals,
smarter travel programmes are a few of new administrative approaches for these cross sector
programmes. The balance of government transport investment is shifting towards these more
integrated ways of working, and this paper suggests how to accelerate the shift to enable better
transport funding.

1.2

The Logistics Era

To be successful in the 21st century, more companies need to be good at logistics. Over the past 30
years, many of the companies that formerly operated fleets of vehicles to move people and goods
have started to add value in other ways. Airlines selling hotel rooms, and freight operators providing
packaging services are now widespread. Companies have found new ways to save customers money
by offering better multi-modal and multi-sector solutions. The new approaches have seen transport
companies taking on more functions, deriving added value through the integration of transport with the
wider economy and society.
Many public authorities are not yet sharing as they could in the commercial success of the logistics
model. Current transport funding and legislation defines roles and responsibilities more narrowly than
is helpful in the globally connected 21st century economy. In passenger transport systems,
collaborative approaches by public authorities and their partners have demonstrated through pilot
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projects how social and environmental goals can be delivered alongside commercial passenger
transport operations. However few of these pilot projects have been able to thrive, and passenger
transport structures and business approaches have continued to frustrate mainstream implementation.
This paper discusses how progress continues to be made replacing separate public funding streams
for roads, railways, buses, ferries, and aviation with funding of better transport outcomes. In the
logistics era it could become as strange to ask people to pay separately for their road, bus, rail and
ferry use as to pay separately for milk and vegetables at the grocers.
Planning these connections requires clarity, consistency and equity in the joint working arrangements.
This requires a planned approach with organisational structures for agreeing and measuring progress
against shared goals. Partnership delivery models through freight and bus quality partnerships do not
yet cover all passenger and freight operations. The untapped value creates opportunities to fund and
deliver transport in new ways.
Leading practice shows what can be achieved. By weaving new organisational approaches through
the established structures value is created through: more integrated supply, location and management
of land uses and non-transport activities; door to door transport networks linking transport modes; and
more capable people and organisations able to make the most of the opportunities. The public
authorities and companies able to work together to unlock this value will be best able to fund future
transport changes.
FUNDED CONNECTIONS
2.1

The funding gap – who pays for transport?

At the heart of transport policy and delivery is a problem. Transport policy seeks economic, social and
environmental goals but the main outcomes of transport delivery are measured in terms of travel
demand and customer satisfaction, rather than these wider goals. As a result, current investment
mainly promotes more transport, rather than better connections.
Figure 1 shows the recent changes in household spending, transport taxation and government
spending. There are three main groups investing in transport:
 Households – Households have been spending more on transport over the last 20 years and
in 2013 spent £3.7bn.
 Government transport investment – Government investment in 2012/13 reached its highest
ever level of £2.28bn. £3.95bn was raised in transport taxes in Scotland in 2012/13.
 Corporate purchasers – This is the largest source of funding but there are no reliable
estimates of its total value. Very approximately this group spend over £10bn per year.
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Figure 1 - Transport Taxation, Government Spending and Household Spending by Year

Based on the above figures it can be concluded that transport funding is between £15 and 20bn per
year in Scotland, which is roughly 10-15% of GDP.
During the economic downturn since 2008 household spending fell slightly, mainly as a result of
declining car vehicle use and air travel. However government spending rose. In the forward budgets
direct comparisons are not possible with the past as the Scottish Budget uses slightly different
categories for spending compared with the reporting of past transport. However the budgets for
government expenditure are not planned to increase substantially on the current levels.
Figure 2 shows that Scottish Government has chosen rail services and trunk roads as its main
spending priorities which reflects its executive responsibilities as the roads authority for trunk roads,
and its responsibilities for railways under the 1993 and 2005 Railways Acts. Similarly for local
authorities, over 70% of the local authority spending is on local roads, the network for which they have
the most direct accountabilities.
Figure 2 – Top Transport Spending Priorities
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Transport policy states that it wishes to rebalance the transport economy towards public transport and
away from car travel. However the largest investors in transport are people and businesses who do
not necessarily invest in government priorities. The current inconsistency between government
transport policy and the big investment decisions weakens transport policy effectiveness. Car
purchase and rail ticket purchases are both at record levels. Transport policy goals do not view more
cars as the main solution to transport problems so a gap has emerged between what is being sought
by society and what society is funding.
2.2

Who pays for better transport?

Each stakeholder who pays for transport has a reason for doing so believing that they will make
transport better. Yet the transport benefits perceived at the time of purchase are viewed from narrow
perspectives of individual consumers or organisations. When these different goals are aggregated, the
outcomes are less than optimal. This happens due to: indirect effects of choices, conflicted choices,
lack of choice in purchasing options, legacy costs, and the perceived value of integration.
Looking first at direct and indirect effects, there is a strong relationship between how much is spent on
transport and the volume of travel. This is the direct benefit of transport investment in delivering more
travel. It is quite easy to make a business case for investment in transport where new transport supply
generates sufficient additional revenue through greater travel demand. Direct benefits of transport in
terms of increased travel demand are generally well funded. There has been a clear correlation
between Government spending and induced travel. If government views its role as an independent
player in transport markets with a narrow role to fund certain parts of the transport system inducing
new travel demand then the benefits of Government transport investment are clear.
However, the case for public funding is not made for these direct benefits. When describing what
benefits are sought successive Governments have stated that they want to improve transport to make
a wealthier, healthier, more inclusive, smarter, greener and stronger society. At a policy level, better
transport is defined as the transport that helps to achieve these goals. Viewed from this perspective
the benefits of transport investment are much less clear. National statistics show that in many places,
and in the experience of many people, road congestion has grown, transport emissions have risen,
people have become more obese, and people spend an increasing proportion of their income on
travel.
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In large part, the lack of connection between transport policy and delivery mirrors public attitudes to
transport. People view transport from two perspectives at the same time; citizens and consumers.
People want a car free street outside their house, yet to be able to drive whenever it suits them. This
type of conflict pervades every aspect of transport politics, markets, and provision.
In practice, the citizen perspective has been largely subjugated to consumer demand. Increasing
purchases of cars, bikes, and tickets leading to more travel is generally supported as positive growth
in the transport economy. However consumers buy solutions consistent with their personal
preferences, so with this approach personal rather than social goals dominate. Investment for citizens
is intended to weigh overall benefits, but Government spending has largely responded to consumer
demand, making capacity improvements in road and rail networks, rather than managing the demand
at socially optimal levels.
Overall, the different funding mechanisms all contribute towards improvements in transport, but there
is no consensus about what better transport should be or whether it is being achieved. Transport
policy aims are clear, but not broadly supported. As a result the strategy to deliver these policies has
not been followed through to plan, manage and deliver the benefits. There is therefore a gap between
the promise made to purchasers of transport, and the outcomes experienced which means that
funders and taxpayers, are not necessarily getting what they pay for.

NEW CONNECTIONS
3.1

Investing in Better Transport

The current framework for funding transport in Scotland could be substantially improved. Public
authorities are key players in funding transport, particularly infrastructure, but also providing financial
support for the operation of ferries, trains, buses and other services. The authorities raise funds
through general taxes and charges, profits from delivering transport services, and supplement this
funding with loans and grants from banks and funding agencies. There are however limits to the
funding which can be raised through these mechanisms which are sometimes below socially optimal
levels.
In addition to their role on funding and managing transport, transport authorities also create the
framework within which other people, businesses and agencies invest in transport. Transport
authorities have tended to focus more on what they deliver than what they enable and much more
could be done enable private individuals, businesses and investors to fund those elements of the
transport system which transport authorities are unable to afford. Currently these businesses and
individuals are investing in transport largely for private benefit, but could be enabled to also invest in
better transport with social benefits.
Substantial progress has already been made to prioritise the transport investment that delivers overall
system level benefit for the economy, society and the environment in addition to transport system
benefits. The focus is shifting from transport related goals to more integrated system level investment
as shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3 – From Funding More Travel to Funding Better Transport

In recent years and Scottish transport has become increasingly free at the point of delivery. The loss
of income associated with: free bus and rail travel schemes, removing bridge tolls, free hospital
parking, and similar changes has reduced the funding available to provide transport.
Public hostility towards direct charges were shaped by a series of policy failures to grow transport
investment through more road user charges. The unfair tolling approach applied at the Skye Bridge,
and the unfair road tolling scheme proposed for Edinburgh were both influential in shaping public
opinion. There is little prospect for more funding to be raised for transport through mandatory charging
schemes in the near future.
It is not easy to see how better transport can be funded without more direct charging for road use.
Fuel taxation is a poor proxy for spatially and temporally differentiated transport benefits. Technology
systems allow progressive pay as you go travel. Whilst the mandatory charging schemes have little
short term potential, voluntary purchasing of direct charging is increasingly enabling people to pay for
spatially and temporally differentiated benefits (Halden 2007). By packaging transport in new ways to
allow highly customised solutions for people and businesses, the added value of directly charging is
linked to benefits for funders and investors.
Many social benefits such as clean air are free to the user, but the value of clean air is reflected in
house prices. This means that people cannot currently buy clean air without moving house. Although
policy principles such as ‘polluter pays’ are defined and implemented through road fuel taxation, the
mechanisms to use the taxes to fund mitigating measures are not yet optimally distributed. Better
management to link outcomes with investment can capture additional value as air quality management
areas have shown.
The approaches to packaging transport investment in these new ways are developing. The design of
these approaches recognises that if transport investment creates more value than it costs to deliver
there should be ways to capture this value to help pay for the improvements.
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Transport investment is currently undermined by the inequity between who pays and who benefits.
Often the people benefitting most from infrastructure are adjacent landowners but they are usually not
the biggest investors. To capture the value there are five main mechanisms:
 Land taxation – this can include land value taxation, tax increment financing, and other special
tax assessments where one off taxes are related to transport investment.
 Planning and development charges – such as section 69 and 75 charges to pay for transport
investment.
 Licencing - charges for permission to build or use transport services or infrastructure such as
registering a bus service.
 Access fees – in return for investing in transport an organisation is authorised to charge for
access to part of the transport system.
 Joint development – where the costs of improving transport are shared between the
organisations deriving the benefits.
The design of new funding mechanisms involves identifying the feedback loops that allow the people
who pay for transport to reap the benefits. The practical ways of achieving this, typically use several of
the mechanisms above to secure more efficient better performing, customised and resilient transport.

3.2

Investing in Efficiency and Performance

Current transport management is organised to suit delivery by transport authorities with transport
investment mainly focusing on new roads, buses, railways, trains, trams, and shared cars, taxis and
bikes. This is not always the best way to package improvements to attract investment. Transport is
purchased to move people and goods. A stronger focus on access to opportunities, rather than
separate modes of transport, could unlock larger investment in the whole system, rather than only
individual modes.
Funding levels are largely driven by meeting statutory responsibilities, but these can be too low for
wider economic efficiency. Legislation reflects the minimum standards acceptable, and is therefore a
lowest common perspective on transport performance. Transport performance criteria could be used
to raise the benchmark to define new investment opportunities. Performance standards create
incentives for better transport allowing business models to be set up to invest in achieving the better
performance. Organisations bundling and packaging the investment programmes needed to deliver
the better performance can decide what sectors to involve and what financial instruments are needed.
The Scottish Futures Trust has been playing a role in this, but the relationship between the packages
they generate and better transport goals are not yet able to lever all of the types of investment
needed.
By defining performance standards in terms of travel time, road accidents, network coverage, air
quality and other measureable outcomes the financial return is directly related to transport
performance. Transport Scotland’s performance management of the rail franchise shows how some
wider benefits can be added, such as for station buildings, so the new approaches could be partly an
extension of this existing good practice.
Public authorities have already specified standards that citizens can expect and have compensated
people when these have not been achieved – e.g. rail delays. Using the same mechanisms the
relationship can be inverted to offer greater opportunities for travellers to invest in the service delivery
standards they would like to achieve. Rather than just compensation for failure investors could share
rewards in success through new types of partnership agreement. In the future business might pay for
guaranteed 30 minute journey times between Glasgow and Edinburgh (or compensation if not
delivered) and residents might pay for guaranteed maximum pollution in their street (or compensation
if this was not delivered).
Some authorities have already been able to extend public transport network coverage using these
methods. Schools transport services restricting participation by some pupils in after school activities
have been extended with additional investment based on educational performance improvements. The
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access to education projects have shown that by designing partnership projects to deliver enhanced
service delivery goals, transport authorities have been able to fund more delivery through partnership
agreements with schools, transport operators and users.
There are many opportunities to bundle, package, and retail transport in new ways to capture the
latent ‘willingness to pay’. The latent value is in large part defined by the gap between what some
people are willing to pay and what is regarded as a minimum social standard. It could be possible
without any physical changes to the existing transport system to offer new ways of paying for better
performance. However the success of these approaches requires a more targeted approach to
benefits.
3.3

Personalised, customised and targeted

Public funding need to be used to fund those parts of the transport system which others cannot fund.
New ways of raising user funding will be needed to ensure that economic growth is not constrained by
public spending limits. Transport investment has complex benefits so smart ways for paying are
required to ensure that those that pay receive the benefits they pay for. Specific targeted approaches
to smart payment can be low cost and simple to operate ensuring that each users pays an acceptable
price for the benefits they receive.
If an annual ticket to use the Skye bridge had cost £10 (or even less) then the bridge would still have
been able to be financed and operated at no cost to the taxpayer, since much of the income would
have been from travellers who use the bridge only once a year – i.e. the tourists who were happy to
pay £10 for the benefits of not waiting in a two hour queue for the ferry. This smart payment approach
would have meant that the greatest benefits would have been for local people and businesses who
use the bridge most.
Faced with controversy about tolling, Government has chosen not to test the benefits of such smart
payment mechanisms during a time of relative public funding affluence. Substantial political capital
has been achieved by buying out the unfair private contracts but an unintended consequence of this
has been to damage public acceptability of user funded transport investment more generally. As the
funding gap grows between the opportunities for future integrated transport and the affordability of
traditional funding approaches Scotland will have opportunities to follow the path taken in most
European Countries and seek a user contribution in certain circumstances. More transport investment
is fundable by enabling projects to proceed through targeted user charges commensurate with the
private benefits achieved. Enabling the greatest beneficiaries to pay more in order to achieve social
benefits for all would help to fund more necessary transport investment.
Extending the principle of smart payment to all roads has many advantages, Pay as you go insurance
has become mainstream with insurance companies fitting cars with pay as you go technology funded
purely from the social benefits of accident reduction. By linking user payments to restrictions on when
and when cars are used the insurance payments can be kept to a minimum helping to improve access
to motoring for more people. The size of these pay as you go markets could be grown substantially by
offering new social tariffs with a range of temporal and geographical restrictions as an alternative to
conventional car taxation.
The scope for smarter approaches to paying for transport recognises that it is often better value to
change travel patterns than transport infrastructure. Sometimes greater value can be achieved by
people not using buses and trains than from their use – e.g. when they walk instead freeing up
capacity for travellers with longer journeys. The Melbourne early bird rail travel scheme showed how
offering some free rail trips to shift journey times for peak hour travellers could deliver better overall
rail industry profitability. The Nottingham accessibility plan has delivered a similar early bird travel
scheme for hospital travel and similar approaches have been used for parking at rail stations.
3.4

Integration, organisation and social capital

The companies providing social networking technologies do not view society as a market failure but a
market opportunity. Social capital in transport can be measured, valued and sold to provide additional
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income. Transport is the glue that holds together the economy and society but has barely started to
attract income from social capital growth. The Office for National Statistics describes social capital as
‘the pattern and intensity of networks among people, and the shared values which arise from those
networks’. They have not yet identified national ways to measure this but within transport there are
many potential networks amongst people from which value can be derived.
Consumers, businesses and agencies are already being offered new opportunities to invest in better
transport through indirect payments. Planning consents are used to lever funding from new
development for bus services, car clubs, cycle ways, footpaths, roads and other infrastructure
investment. Levies have also been added to property taxes to support investment. The payers often
have little understanding that the service charge they pay for their house or flat is being used to build
and support transport investment.
Bundling entrance fees for leisure attractions with transport tickets is not complex to deliver, and adds
value to the overall offer. Schemes are low cost to set up for the transport industry which can manage
customized packages suitable for all situations. Bundling the transport with the costs of entrance at the
destination also makes the overall offer more attractive for each customer helping to grow demand.
Community participation can generate investment in many other ways. If measurable wider social
goals can be identified which could attract wider investment (e.g. reduced crime saving businesses
insurance and repair costs) then investment packages could be identified for potential funding through
social bonds or crowd funding. Neighbourhoods with less crime have higher house prices so
demonstration projects are needed of privately funded programmes building on the successes of the
publicly funded pilots. Transport projects like safe routes to school where residents offer ‘safe houses’,
parents monitor safe routes, and schools invest school travel clubs have exceptionally high social
returns on investment.
3.5

Simple solutions for complex policies

In most situations people lack the opportunity to pay for the option of transport being available. Bus
users and non-users have an option value associated with the availability of a bus service, over and
above any use value. However there is currently no business model capturing this latent willingness to
pay. Option values for some public transport exceed use values so new ways to purchase these
opportunities for better transport could unlock the investment.
Currently there are few simple ways to achieve this. Travellers can buy more travel, better vehicles to
travel in, and better portable electronic devices to connect with, but they have few opportunities to
invest in the networks that are essential for travel. Yet cars are only useful if they have suitable roads
to travel on, electric cars if they have places to charge, and mobile devices are only useful if electronic
networks are available.
The gap is widening between the parts of the transport system being purchased by consumers and
the funding of networks for citizens. There will be a growing role for new taxes to close the gap. The
acceptability of these taxes will depend on how well they can demonstrate fairness and reciprocity
spatially and socially.
Few people expect government to buy them their car, but people often expect their rail travel to be
subsidised at a cost to the taxpayer that exceeds buying cars for all of the residents in an area.
Investment priorities are not just about economic choices but must reflect social attitudes. Investment
to nurture more sustainable social attitudes can help to make difficult national choices much simpler
local decisions.

CONCLUSION
At the heart of transport policy and delivery is a problem. Transport policy seeks economic, social and
environmental goals but the main outcomes of transport delivery are measured in terms of travel
demand and customer satisfaction, rather than these wider goals. As a result, current investment
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mainly promotes more transport, not better transport. The investment opportunities to deliver better
transport are being missed.
Consumers can most easily improve their personal access when they purchase cars, make more use
of taxis and buy more flights, but these same consumers recognise that personal gains from this
growing transport spending are poorly aligned with broader social goals for better transport. People
are willing to buy more socially optimal solutions when attractive, achievable local opportunities
solutions are organised. However, there are currently few opportunities for people, businesses and
agencies to purchase better transport options which align social, personal and corporate needs.
The dearth of investment opportunities derives partly from a recent history of delivery failures. This
legacy hampers new ways to pay for transport, but, these problems are being overcome. There is
currently rapid growth in mechanisms to bundle, package, and retail transport in new ways to
overcome acceptance issues.
Investment from businesses and consumers partly depends on being able to link the transport benefits
to competitiveness, higher house prices, or other spatially and socially targeted benefits. Willingness
to pay is enhanced by perceptions of fairness and reciprocity and these goals must be embedded in
delivery partnerships.
Progressively replacing funding for roads, railways, buses, ferries, and aviation with funding of better
transport outcomes will help to rebalance individual transport changes, so that they are more
consistent with system level goals. With static or falling Government investment, there is an increasing
risk that parts of the transport system will suffer from underinvestment unless ways are found to
secure greater contributions from people and businesses, who may be prepared to pay more to
receive the benefits they seek. Achieving this will require investment outcomes to be better linked to
impacts, better customised delivery plans, and new partnerships able to build consensus across
different levels of government and with people and businesses in the wider economy.
To manage this investment, transport authorities need a clearer remit with outcomes for system
efficiency, customisation, networking and resilience, complementing current outcomes for transport
efficiency and performance. This remit is emerging through city deals, community and accessibility
plans, and smarter travel programmes. To accelerate progress:
 Clearer accountability is needed for system level goals managed through new action plans
backed up with audit regimes to check better transport is being delivered and to organise
investment where performance is falling. Specifically, transport authorities need clear remits in
system efficiency, customisation, networking and resilience.
 Stronger partnerships are needed to deliver new types of cross sector programme where
system performance is more explicitly linked to investment opportunities. The partnership
projects should be designed and managed through action plans, service level agreements and
contracts agreed between all of the relevant authorities, and drawing funding from across the
economy and society.
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